Missal
Friday, June 22, 2018
Theme: …to be neighbour II (Racial Justice)
On each table at beginning of evening:
Handout, prepared by Racism taskforce, for each participant. Includes: Working
Definitions for Racial Justice; Facilitators Notes; Colour-Line Questions; Questions for
Tables. Note cards/Sticky pads.

GATHERING
SONG:

Draw the circle wide STCW #2

INTRODUCTION:
B. Michael: Welcome to Liberated by Grace … to be neighbour session #2.
We are grateful tonight for the leadership of the Racial Justice
taskforce and Inshallah, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary’s community
choir. Welcome Inshallah! (Bishop tells a story).
Inshallah 1: Bishop Pryse, we want to thank you and the Eastern Synod for the
generosity in supporting Inshallah’s ministry, including, most
recently, the production of the songbook and the trip to the Atlantic
Area. Tonight we’d like to sing our thanks, especially our thanks to
the Atlantic Area for their hospitality. We’re going to sing a Bill
Staines tune that was arranged for us by Nova Scotia singer Mary
Knickle called “Crossing the Water.” Thank you so much.
SONG:

Crossing the Water (Inshallah)
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Inshallah 2: Este Momento – this is the moment – is an Argentinian song in the
songbook that invites each of us to consider what God is calling us
to do in THIS moment. The fiesta spirit of the music is typical of
liberation hymnody, that, in the midst of oppression and struggle, is
sung not to deny the struggle, but to gain courage to go back into
the world and live into the struggle.
SONG:

Este Momento STCW #19

Leader 1:

SONG:

Let us sing together #27, words that speak to connectedness,
words attributed to Chief Seattle.

The earth does not belong to us STCW #27

Intro, sing once (instrumental continues)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:
Leader 2:
We are grateful to the First Nations who have taken care of this
land where we worship, where we learn and where we seek to
live in peace and harmony with our neighbours. The land has
been here longer than any one people. We acknowledge the
Neutral Nation, the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, and the
Mississaugas of the Credit, who have fished these waters and
planted corn, beans and squash on this territory. We thank
Creator for the teachings of the Original Peoples who
welcomed us, and we commit ourselves to walk with them as
we learn to be better partners with all our relations.
SONG:

The earth does not belong to us

Signing only with instrumental, then sing it again.

PRAYER:
Leader 1:

Our beginnings are in you, O God.
Our origins are those of every person.
Forgive us the falseness of what we have become,
the divisions of which we are a part.
Restore us to the truthfulness of our common birth in you,
the heritage of all that has being.
Open our eyes to see You in our neighbour,
open our hearts to be a loving neighbour.

Inshallah 3: The Swedish song Öppna din dörr #59 invites us to Open our
doors to our neighbours, literally “Open your door for the Whole
life”. It sound like this Öppna din dörr för hela livet – say that –
great! Now hear Inshallah sing verse one, and then you try it…
SONG:

Öppna din dörr #59 STCW
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INTRODUCTION TO EVENING:
In an effort to provide everyone with the best preparation possible, the Racial
Justice Working Group is putting together a resource to help people lead a
workshop. Sections of this missal have been omitted and we encourage you to
wait until this expanded resource is available before presenting your own
workshop. The working group feels this is necessary in order to protect the
marginalized from experiencing harm from the exercise, which is a great risk if it
is not done with adequate awareness, preparation, and follow up. Thank you for
your patience.
Let us open our hearts and our minds to the work of the Spirit …
Instrumental music to prepare for “Thula” while Leader 1 and Leader 2 light candle that is on table.

SONG:

Thula

Led paperlessly by Song Leader

WORD
20 minutes
SCRIPTURE READING: 2 Kings 5:1-15a
Reader:
A reading from 2 Kings, Chapter 5
Naaman, commander of the army of the king of Aram, was a
great man and in high favour with his master, because by him
the Lord had given victory to Aram. The man, though a mighty
warrior, suffered from leprosy. Now the Arameans on one of
their raids had taken a young girl captive from the land of
Israel, and she served Naaman’s wife. She said to her
mistress, ‘If only my lord were with the prophet who is in
Samaria! He would cure him of his leprosy.’ So Naaman went
in and told his lord just what the girl from the land of Israel had
said. And the king of Aram said, ‘Go then, and I will send along
a letter to the king of Israel.’
He went, taking with him ten talents of silver, six thousand
shekels of gold, and ten sets of garments. He brought the
letter to the king of Israel, which read, ‘When this letter
reaches you, know that I have sent to you my servant Naaman,
that you may cure him of his leprosy.’ When the king of Israel
read the letter, he tore his clothes and said, ‘Am I God, to give
death or life, that this man sends word to me to cure a man of
his leprosy? Just look and see how he is trying to pick a
quarrel with me.’
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But when Elisha the man of God heard that the king of Israel
had torn his clothes, he sent a message to the king, ‘Why have
you torn your clothes? Let him come to me, that he may learn
that there is a prophet in Israel.’ So Naaman came with his
horses and chariots, and halted at the entrance of Elisha’s
house. Elisha sent a messenger to him, saying, “Go, wash in
the Jordan seven times, and your flesh shall be restored and
you shall be clean.” But Naaman became angry and went
away, saying, “I thought that for me he would surely come out,
and stand and call on the name of the LORD his God, and
would wave his hand over the spot, and cure the leprosy! Are
not Abana and Pharpar, the rivers of Damascus, better than all
the waters of Israel? Could I not wash in them, and be clean?”
He turned and went away in a rage. But his servants
approached and said to him, “Father, if the prophet had
commanded you to do something difficult, would you not have
done it? How much more, when all he said to you was, ‘Wash,
and be clean’?” So he went down and immersed himself
seven times in the Jordan, according to the word of the man of
God; his flesh was restored like the flesh of a young boy, and
he was clean.
Then he returned to the man of God, he and all his company;
he came and stood before him and said, “Now I know that
there is no God in all the earth except in Israel.”
Hear what the Spirit is saying to the church.
Thanks be to God.
BIBLE STUDY: (led by Dr. Mary Philip (Joy))
SCREEN: Kerry Ross image to project, “Seen and Unseen” from Private collection

How many of you remember this story from 2 Kings? Naaman was the general of
the Aramean army, second to the King, perhaps. The text says he was a mighty
warrior, a man of considerable power and probably victorious in all the battles he
led. All but one! One victory that he longed for, eluded him. Naaman, the
powerful general was powerless against the disease that afflicted him – leprosy.
The story, as we know, after quite a bit of drama, has a happy ending when
Naaman is healed of his disease. Yesterday, my colleague and friend, Allen
started the bible study with a question: how do we read? Now, at your tables,
take 3-4 minutes to talk about how you read this story.
As Allen pointed out, how we read is very important. There are 36 tables in this
room and I assume there were at least 36 different readings of the story. A good
number of the interpretations of this passage sees it as an amazing story of
deliverance or salvation, of how a man suffering from a dreadful disease, a man
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who did not belong to the covenant people, was cured by the God of Israel,
especially since the people of Aram (present day Syrians) had their own deities,
like Rimmon. Now, this reading of the text lines up with the context then. When
was the book of Kings written? It was during the Babylonian exile 930-560 BCE
and in those times, diseases were attributed to the sinful nature of the person as
stated in Leviticus law and so redemption from this sinful nature was a big deal.
Other exegetes see the story as an instructional tool or a lesson to understand
that God often uses the personal failures, sicknesses, and problems as a means
to glorify God ☹ . Sure, those are probable interpretations as are the ones you
came up with at your tables. Allow me to share how I read the story.
First, who are the main characters of this story? If we looked carefully, there
would not be a story of the healing of Namaan, if it wasn’t for one person, the one
who set in motion the healing that Namaan received. Sadly, this person does not
even have a name, at least it is not recorded; she is faceless, invisible: the
servant girl! Nothing much is told about the girl other than that she was taken
captive from the land of Israel; and she waited on Naaman’s wife. But, it is this
invisible, nameless servant girl, somebody from the margins, who initiates the
process of healing. The servant girl talks to Naaman’s wife who again is not
given much air time but she takes the risk and believes the servant girl and
speaks to her husband. Then comes the healer, a prophet from the margins,
Elisha from Samaria. If you remember, when Naaman goes to the king and
informs of this remote possibility of a cure by a prophet, what does the king say?
“Go then, and I will send along a letter to the king of Israel.” Who said anything
about the king? But you see, such is the order of things. Powerful people don’t
engage with small people, certainly not an insignificant prophet like Elisha. But
as my mentor told me and I quote “When the powerful despair they will accept
any help they can get, even from annoying and pesky prophets.” 1 Now to the
wonder drug that Elisha prescribes. “Go, wash in the Jordan seven times.” And
how does Naaman respond – are you kidding me, wash in that dirty old creek? I
will develop Giardiasis (beaver infection) or E.coli infection on top of leprosy!
Don’t we have cleaner and better waters in the rivers of Damascus? To add
insult to injury, the prophet does not even say all this to Naaman’s face but had
the nerve to send a messenger. How dare he? Naaman is boiling with anger. But
then again, his servants talk him into following the prophet’s orders and behold
Naaman is healed. The so-called marginal people, no name servants, yet again
coming to the rescue.
So, an unnamed servant girl and not Madame Secretary, a prophet in the
insignificant town of Samaria and not the court physician, the dirty muddy waters
of Jordan and not the great rivers of Syria, the unnamed servants of Naaman –
they become the agents of Naaman’s healing, where his flesh is restored like the
gentle soft skin of a child.

1

Vítor Westhelle, Class lecture, Systematic Theology II, Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago, Winter 2002.
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Now that we know who the characters are, let’s move to the second point – the
healing. After dipping himself in the Jordan, Naaman was healed of his leprosy,
and we read that his flesh was restored like the flesh of a little child… like the
flesh of a little child. I remember the feel of my children’s smooth and soft bodies
when they were babies; so very sensitive to touch. The flesh of a little child is
throbbing with life, soft and tender and very sensitive. But that is not the case of
someone who has leprosy.
For a year after our daughter was born we lived on a mission compound where
my father-in- law was the pastor and missionary. In the compound there was a
hospital where a good number of the patients suffered from leprosy. I remember
my father-in-law saying how their skin turned pale and how the sensitivity was
progressively impaired. According to Merck medical manual, leprosy affects
mainly the skin and peripheral nerves and causes numbness and weakness in
areas controlled by the affected nerves. In other words, it results in a condition
where one progressively loses the sense of touch, where one does not feel the
touch of another, when one becomes insensitive!
So, what was the healing really about? Was it about the mystical power of river
Jordan which brought about the miraculous cure or was it something else? It was
a transformative healing! Naaman was incapable of feeling the touch of another
being, his wife’s, his children’s. He had lost all sensitivity. That was what he was
cured of! He was transformed! He regained his ability to feel, he got his
sensitivity back, like the flesh of a little child! He was now sensitive to the touch of
an other! And, it all started with that unnamed, insignificant servant girl. But, this
captive servant girl and her role is mentioned only in passing in commentaries
and seen not as instrumental to the healing of Naaman when she is actually the
healer. She may not be a prophet but her words are no less prophetic! She is a
mover and a shaker! Without her and her speaking up, Naaman would never be
healed. Imagine this: an unnamed servant girl, captured during war becomes the
true evangelist! She proclaims the gospel, the good news of soteria, salvation,
health to this mighty warrior. The captive freed the captor! The truth is, she is not
the captive; it is Naaman who is the captive, captive to the disease of
discrimination, of insensitivity and she, the servant girl, sets him free! She knew
that she was liberated by grace to be neighbour to Naaman. As Allen mentioned
yesterday, neighbour was not a noun but a verb for her! She is not the
insignificant but the most significant in the story. Walter Bruegemann says this
and I quote “if you want to be an evangelist, pay attention to her. She is not into
loud, aggressive religion. She is not into church growth. She speaks only quietly,
only once, anonymously.” I agree with Bruegemann for the most part. It just bugs
me why when a girl or woman speaks the adjective is quietly or softly or
anonymously. Clearly, he does not know some of us here and certainly not my
daughter! Jokes apart, can you imagine someone, anyone, listening to a captive
servant girl if she spoke quietly during the Babylonian captivity. Quietly or
otherwise when she speaks, it is powerful and authentic! It is the thunderous
truth of the love of God to all even to an insensitive commander; she proclaims
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the truth that set the leper free. Now, I ask: how did you read the story? How
many of you saw the girl?
So, back to the question: what is the story about? Yes, there is a mighty warrior
in the story but even more powerful is the presence of the nameless servant girl.
Let us name her prathayasha (meaning hope in Malayalam) or nirbhaya
(meaning brave). Thanks to the brave servant girl, the story is still told, not of the
battles won by a warrior but of someone who was open to the presence of the
insignificant, someone who let himself be touched by the unnamed. A privileged
man, in spite his reluctance, paid attention, and saw the face of his sister in the
face of the insignificant and the unnamed. Naaman’s mightiness lay not in the
battles he won! Naaman’s power lay in his willingness to let go of that power, and
be vulnerable, vulnerable to heed the voice of the insignificant. Fast forward 560
years and we see yet another man who listened and lived with the insignificant
and outcastes of the society. Who is that? Jesus! Jesus’ parable of the sheep
and goats in Mathew 25 is an explication of seeing the face of God, of Christ, in
the little ones, the insignificant ones. In another 1500 years, Luther comes along
and says, “If you want to see Christ, stare not at the heavens; in every alley, at
your door (and I add in the insignificant) you will find Christ.” Naaman’s story is a
560 BCE version of precisely that! In allowing himself to be vulnerable, to cross
the barriers between the powerful and weak, the mighty and the lowly, he opened
himself to God’s saving grace, and received healing.
We, you and I, claim ourselves to be people of faith but if our faith does not move
us to cross boundaries, be they of ethnicity, colour, creed, gender/sexual
orientation, you name it . . . our faith is dead. The girl dared to cross boundaries
and for her it indeed was a risk, a risk that could cost her dearly, her life. Imagine
what would have happened if Naaman was not healed. But her faith enabled her
to speak the truth at all costs. Her faith was a liberating faith. It helps her to cross
over, to leave behind the constraints that framed her, and enslaved her. This is
the faith that we are called to live out. If she can do it, shame on us if we don’t,
we, whose situations are far less complicated than hers and definitely not as
risky as hers.
So, here is the question for us – What are we ailing from as individuals, as
congregations, as a church? How open and willing are we to receiving the touch
of those we deem insignificant? Why do we render the unfamiliar invisible? Why
do we resist the touch of an other? Why do we not see the other? Why do we not
listen to the other? Why can’t we be open to being guided and touched by the
unnamed and the insignificant so that we are rendered sensitive, so that our eyes
are open to see outside of the frame that we have locked ourselves into, so that
our ears are opened to listen to the pleas and cries of an other?
The thing is, those among and around us that we deem insignificant, those whom
we render nameless and invisible, they are the means of grace, the bearers of
hope; they practice hope. We are called to engage in a seeing and listening and
walking that bring us face to face with those that have been rendered invisible
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and voiceless; we are called to do the unexpected, we cannot but be vulnerable,
step out of our comfort zones, cross the boundaries that segregate us and
embrace the other. Do we really believe we are liberated by God’s grace, like the
servant girl? Do you? [yes] Great…then live it! Yes, we heard great stories earlier
today and we have come along, but you and I know that doesn’t quite cut it!
The focus of this session – 6:30 to 9 – as Pat and Joanna introduced us to, is on
racial justice. We are taking time to think about the discrimination in the church,
our church, based on colour, about relationships based on colour and even
worse, justice based on colour. The English poet and artist, John Ruskin said,
“colour is the most sacred element of all visible things.” “As a spiritual force color
can bring joy, lift spirits, and energize.” Sadly, that is not how we see colour,
especially, people of colour. Some years ago I read a book titled “What colour is
the sacred?” In it the author says, colour is “sought yet feared simultaneously.”
Yes, peoples/persons of colour are feared and thought of as dangerous, not to
mention insignificant, and are subject to racial discrimination. We are all racists
whether we admit it or not. Discriminating others based on colour is a grave
injustice! And, when we do that we are not only being unjust but also insensitive!
Next time you watch a movie pay attention to the characters. Who is portrayed as
the good guy and who is the villain. What do they look like?
We believe that we are created in the image of God, don’t we? I do. So, I am
called to ask myself: "How can I, a woman from India, made in the image of God,
see the face of my sibling or parent when I look at the face of any human being?
How can I see and acknowledge in any and every human being the image of
God, this God whose human face is seen in the face of Jesus? And, I cannot
stop at the questions. I have to figure out a way to do it!
So, maybe, as a synod, we could start with these questions. Who do we see
when we look at an other? Who do we deem as insignificant, render invisible,
around and amidst us? Why? Also, to whom are we giving power? Are we giving
power to those that are actually performing the miracles and bring about healing
(like the servant girl) or . . .? (I fill let you fill in the blanks)
These questions are difficult. However, we are called to address it and try
breaking down the barriers, whatever that may be, that divide us, at the very
least create cracks in them. Este momento! This is the moment! Not tomorrow or
next month. Can we, all of us, the privileged and the people of colour, the original
peoples and the settlers, the heterosexual and the LGBTQIA2+ take a moment to
acknowledge that all of us are created in the image of God? Can we see our
sister or brother in the face of every human being so that our flesh, our being, like
Naaman, is restored like the flesh of a little child, sensitive to the touch of the
other?
Amen.
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SONG:

Thula

led paperlessly by Song Leader

RESPONSE
PERSONAL ANECDOTES (10 minutes)
Anecdote 1
Anecdote 2
Anecdote 3
Anecdote 4
DEFINITIONS:
COLOUR LINE EXERCISE

SONG:

Senzeni Na? (What have we done?)

Led paperlessly by Song Leader
During the singing of the song, people move back to their tables.

TABLE DISCUSSION:
SONG:

Mayenziwe STCW #43

SENDING
CLOSING REMARKS AND PRAYER
REPORTING BACK NEXT STEPS /COMMITMENTS FOR SYNOD
Leader 1:
We are interested in hearing from some of you what you talked
about with regard to the last question, next steps for our Synod. If
facilitators from 5 tables would make their way to the floor mics,
we’d love to hear from you.
Leader 2:

We will be forwarding all of your answers to the last questions to
Synod Council for their consideration. Microphone 1, tell us what
your table had to say about what concrete steps our Synod should
take?
Thank you … etc.
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Leader 1:

Now, we’d like you to hold your personal commitments in your hand
for a moment. Read what you’ve written once again.
Instrumental music on “Mayenziwe” as people reflect.

Let us pray.
God of grace,
You have created a world that teems with diversity, and you have
called us to be neighbours to your whole creation. Empower each
of us, and our Synod, to become leaders pursuing racial justice and
equity . Help us to use our voices of privilege to speak out against
discrimination and the systems that perpetuate racism. Give us
hearts that seek to follow your command to love our neighbour as
ourselves. In Jesus’ name we pray. Amen.

RITUAL OF PRESENTING PERSONAL COMMITMENTS AND SYNOD NEXT STEPS:
Leader 2:
We’ve heard what our Synod can do, and we’ve sat with our own
personal commitments. Now let us offer them to God. One person
from each table please carry your cards and place them in the
baskets (here).
SONG:

Guide my feet STCW #22

SONG:

Until all are safe [fed] STCW #28, sing refrain B

PEACE:
Leader 2:
Leader 1:

Let us go in peace, to be sensitive to the touch of the other.
You are invited to share a sign of peace with one another as we go
forth.
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Worship Leaders
Leader 1:
Rev. Joanna Miller
Leader 2:
Pat Lovell
Reader:
Rev. Janaki Bandara
Inshallah 1: Sandy Milne
Inshallah 2: Paul Wagg
Inshallah 3 Anne Stuart
Anecdotes: Janelle Lightbourne - youth pastor at Trinity, London
Rev. Sylvia Swiatoschik - pastor St. Paul’s, Leamington
Rev. Zhang Chun - pastor St. John’s, Hamilton
Rev. Jennifer Hoover - pastor Bethany, Woodstock
Liturgical Director: Robb Wilson
Racial Justice Task Force:
Rev. Katherine Altenburg – Public Policy and Service Ministries Director, Rev. Joanna
Miller, Rev. Jennifer Hoover, Deacon Scott Knarr, Pat Lovell, Rev. Dr. Philip Mathai,
Dr. Mary Philip (Joy), Rev. Jonathan Schmidt (CCC), Rev. Sylvia Swiatoschik,
Rev. Zhang Chun.
Worship Planning Team:
Debbie Lou Ludolph – Worship Ministry Director, Jonah Bruce, Sherry Coman,
Rev. Steve Hoffard, Brad Moggach, Cherub Philip, Kathryn Smith, Robb Wilson

Music and Art
Music Director:
Band Leader:
Inshallah Band:
Song Leader:
Inshallah
Image:

Debbie Lou Ludolph
Brad Moggach
Bill Gastmeier, Julie Hill, Dave Rader
Rev. Dr. Philip Mathai
Kerry L. Ross, Artist, Oil Painter

Resources / Copyright and Permissions / Acknowledgements:
Thank you to the Canadian Council of Churches for guidance offered to the Racial Justice Working Group in the form of
Jonathan Schmidt
Crossing the Water: Words and Music: Bill Staines, Arr. Mary Knickle © 2017 Seafire Musik.
Acknowledgement: Deacon Scott Knarr
Prayer: John Phillip Newell, adapted
Bible Study image: Kerry L. Ross, Artist, Oil Painter; www.KLRartist.ca; kerry@klrartists.ca
Racial Justice resources, including Colour Line Exercise will be available shortly.
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